"J" Zone Lansing—Kansas City Gasporite

- No. Nat. 1-C Sprunger 20-28S-34W SE SW
- No. Nat. 2-B Sprunger 21-28S-34W NW SW
- CSO 2-D Conover 31-30S-33W NW SE
- CSO 2-E Thompson 32-30S-33W NW SW
- Oil or Gas Productive
- Water Bearing
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**Graph—Porosity versus Permeability "J" Zone**
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"J" Zone Lassing - Kansas City Dolomite

- No. 1-C Sprunger 20-285-34W SE SW
- No. 2-B Sprunger 21-285-34W NW SW
- C$O 2-D Conover 31-30S-33W NW SE
- C$O 2-E Thompson 32-30S-33W NW SW
- Oil or Gas Productive
- Water Bearing

Graph: Porosity versus Permeability
"J" Zone
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